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Built To Last
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Our Rotavators are the most popular in the UK today.  Offering unbeatable 
performance and reliability, there is a machine for every customer.
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We are committed to maintaining top 
quality products and service to our 
customers.

Our expertise is second-to-none and 
our continuous investment in research 
and development ensures that our 
products are constantly cutting edge.

Professional landscapers, contractors, 
conservation groups, local authorities, 
hire outlets, and domestic users across 
the UK and Ireland all choose CAMON 
over and above alternative products.  

We are very proud that our CAMON 
equipment is the first choice for 
so many customers across the UK 
and now into Europe where our 
distribution network is expanding.

The quality of the CAMON range 
speaks for itself.  Machines that are 
built to last and produce outstanding 
results, and at competitive prices.

The range includes ground cultivation 
equipment, chipper, stump grinder, 
lawn scarifiers and aerators, turf 
cutter, and more.

Since 1984, Tracmaster has also been 
the sole UK distributor for the BCS 
ranges of Two Wheel Tractors, Power 
Scythes and Professional Mowers, 
ensuring that these machines have 
also become market leaders with a 
reputation as the best in their field.

In 2018 Tracmaster launched the 
ARTIO range of Two Wheel Tractor 
Implements and Accessories.

Having continued to evolve and 
expand our product range, most 
recently with the introduction of our 
BC65 Lawn Scarifier attachment, we 
are now exporting ARTIO units to BCS 
Distributors around the globe.

The ARTIO range also includes a 
buck rake and a wheel barrow, as 
well as adjustable wheel spacers 
and counterbalance weight kits, all 
designed for use with most popular 
makes of two wheel tractor.

Established in 1984, Tracmaster specialises in the manufacture of the CAMON 
landscape machinery and the ARTIO range of two wheel tractor implements and 
accesscories. We are also the UK distributor for the world-class BCS two wheel 
tractors, power scythes and professional mowers.

Find us online and on social media...

Twitter Facebook YouTube Pinterest Instagram LinkedIn Websites

camon_uk
tracmasteruk

tracmaster tracmasterltd tracmaster tracmasteruk tracmaster-ltd tracmaster.co.uk

About Tracmaster
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Rotavators

BCS 710 Rotavator (CAMON C8)

The 710 Rotavator is our best-selling rotavator and has over the 
years become the first choice for hire companies and landscapers 
throughout the UK. Key to its success is the combination of the 
powerful Honda GX270 engine and its compact size.

Ideal for hire companies, allotment owners, gardeners and 
landscapers, the 710 will provide a great finish even in previously 
uncultivated ground.

BCS 738 Rotavator (CAMON C10)

The 738 Rotavator features a locking differential and large 
wheels providing easier manoeuvring and also giving you 
increased traction when you need it.

If you are looking for a compact rotavator with a large working 
width and plenty of power then the 738 is the ideal choice.

BCS 740 Rotavator (CAMON C13)

The 740 is our most popular large rotavator.  As well as a locking 
differential it also has the added benefit of steering brakes, making 
it simple to manoeuvre.

It features a large 66cm working width and a choice of the class 
leading Honda GX390 engine and Yanmar L100 diesel engine 
ensuring it will tackle the toughest jobs.

The 740 is also the most versatile machine in the range, not only a 
rotavator, it can also operate over 25 other attachments from flail 
mowers to snow blowers.

BCS 750 Rotavator (CAMON C15)

The 750 is one of the most powerful walk behind rotavators 
available today.  It features a choice of a powerful Honda GX390 
petrol or a Kohler KD440 diesel engine and a huge reinforced 
85cm rotavator box.

This is the ideal machine for landscape contractors, nurseries 
and other professional users and will tackle any rotavating task 
that can be thrown at it.

BCS Rotavators feature the PowerSafe® Clutch. This patented hydraulic system provides instant control over the machine 
and implement ensuring maximum safety at all times, and is supported by a 5-year warranty.
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Specifications
710 738 740 750

Engine Honda GX270 petrol 8.4hp

Honda GX270 petrol 8.4hp Honda GX390 petrol 11.7hp Honda GX390 petrol 11.7hp

Honda GX340 petrol 10.7hp Yanmar L100N diesel 9.0hp Kohler KD440 diesel 9.1hp

Kohler KD350 diesel 6.1hp

Working Width 520mm (20”) 660mm (26”) 660mm (26”) 850mm (34”)

Working Depth 200mm (8”) 200mm (8”) 200mm (8”) 230mm (9”)

Speeds 1 forward & 1 reverse 3 forward & 3 reverse 3 forward & 3 reverse 3 forward & 3 reverse

No of Tines 16 20 20 24

Wheels 4.00 x 8 5.00 x 10 5.00 x 10 6.50 x 12

Locking Differential No Yes Yes Yes

Steering Brakes No No Yes Yes

Weight 108kg 146-148kg 152-172kg 230kg-254kg

L x W x H 170 x 60 x 90cm 170 x 67 x 97cm 170 x 70 x 100cm 180 x 85 x 110cm

Warranty
Domestic Use - 3 years

Commercial Use - 2 years

Easily adjustable handlebar height Heavy-duty individually replaceable tines Rotating handlebars for other implements

Features 
> PowerSafe® clutch with 5-year warranty.

> Tough engine protection.

> All gear drive - no belts and chains - for superior levels of reliability and durability.

> Anti-vibration handlebars.

> Handlebars can be easily offset to avoid walking on cultivated ground and height adjusted 
for operator comfort and safety.

> Simple digging depth adjustment.

> Hard wearing tines which are very easy to replace.

> Parking brake as standard.

> The power units can operate a range of other implements including mowing and snow 
clearing attachments.

BCS Rotavators are capable of digging the toughest ground conditions.  By controlling 
the tine speed it is possible to use a slow speed for digging hard ground and a fast tine 
speed for producing a perfect fine tilth. 
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Attachments

BC65 Lawn Scarifier

With a working width of 65cm (25”), the ARTIO BC65 Lawn Scarifier 
is equipped with 48 free-swinging blades.

The blades are a “waisted” shape for unbeatable performance and 
long life. They are all offset from each other to provide maximum 
coverage with each pass, they are also reversible to provide double 
the working life. A full-width front roller provides even scarifying and 
adjusts the blade depth, and a swivel joint near the PTO connection 
allows the lawn scarifier to follow the contours of the ground.

Other blade assemblies available include a fixed blade for deeper 
scarification, and a spring rake for lighter scarifying. The unique rotor 
design enables the blade assemblies to be changed in minutes.

BCS Rotavators can operate a wide range of attachments allowing a multitude of tasks to be undertaken. These 
truly versatile machines can be used all-year round to do jobs including ploughing, cutting the talest vegetation,  
chipping branches, clearing snow and much more!

Scythe Cutter Bar

From taming dense vegetation to creating beautiful wildflower 
meadows to attract wildlife, the Scythe Cutter Bar is a unique tool 
for managing all types of environments successfully.

Typical applications for the Scythe Cutter Bar include cutting long 
grass, brambles, bracken, gorse, wildflowers, reeds, thistles, nettles, 
weeds and saplings in areas including meadows, woodlands, 
reedbeds, orchards, paddocks, pathways, conservation sites and 
many other locations.

Many times quicker and more productive than a traditional strimmer, 
the Scythe Cutter Bar operates with the engine just above tickover 
so it’s quiet and economic, running all day on just one tankful of fuel.

Flail Mower

This extremely effective Flail Mower will cut and mulch the toughest 
vegetation with ease.

Free swinging heavy-duty Y-shaped blades cut almost anything up 
to 1" thick and provide the best all-round cut, from short grass to 
overgrown brambles. They also offer protection from rocks, tree 
stumps and other objects.

The cutting height can be adjusted from 1cm to 6cm for different 
ground conditions and heights of vegetation.

The Flail Mower has a full-width steel rear roller to help prevent 
unnecessary scalping of the ground, and can also be fitted with front 
castor wheels as an optional extra.
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This is just a small selection of the implements available for the BCS Rotavators.
For more details on the complete range please visit our website or contact us.

Power Harrow

The Power Harrow attachment is the perfect tool for levelling an 
area prior to laying turf or seeding.

The vertically driven tines dig the ground from 2cm to 13cm (16cm 
on the larger model) whilst the rear roller compacts it leaving a fine, 
level tilth. This avoids bringing roots to the surface or the soil and 
helps prevent destruction of the soil structure.

An optional levelling bar is also available.

As well as a fantastic landscaping tool, the Power Harrow is perfect 
for market gardeners for preparing raised beds and ground prior to 
planting.

Stone Burier

In just one pass the Stone Burier will leave a perfect tilth ready for 
turfing or seeding.

The horizontal contra-rotating tines mill the ground whilst the 
grading rods trap stones and debris allowing the soil to be thrown 
on top.

The digging depth can be easily adjusted from 2cm to 12cm by 
simply turning the lever located on top of the stone burier. There 
is a choice of rear roller - a mesh roller which is best suited to dry 
conditions, or a cage roller for use in wet conditions.

This is a fantastic landscaping tool, ideal for helping to prepare new-
build sites in particular.

Power Brush / Snow Brush

The versatile Brush attachment can be used for many different 
sweeping applications including leaves, moss, mud and more.

It also excels as a snow brush, easily clearing snow up to 10cm deep 
to leave a clear, safe surface.  

The brush can be angled left or right to windrow material, or straight 
ahead to move it into piles.

Quick height adjustment allows for more or less aggressive sweeping, 
making it the ideal tool for many different surfaces.

The brush is fitted with heavy-duty nylon bristles which are very 
hard wearing. It is made up of sections of wavy and straight brushes 
so that the sections can be replaced individually.

 

Power 
Harrow Stone Burier Lawn 

Scarifier
Scythe Cutter 

Bar
Flail

Mower
Rotary
Mower Hay Rake Mini Baler Wheel 

Barrow
Chipper

Shredder
Snow

Blower
Snow
Brush

Snow
Plough
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C2000 Tiller

Specification
C2000

Engine Honda GX160 petrol 4.8hp

Working Width 640mm (25”)

Working Depth 200mm (8”)

Speeds 1 forward

Weight 75kg

L x W x H 140 x 70 x 84cm

Warranty
Domestic Use - 3 years

Commercial Use - 2 years

Features 
> High torque, heavy-duty chain case for long life.

> Simple, single lever operation.

> Built-in front lifting handle.

> Full width steel tine guards for operator protection and safety.

> Height adjustable handlebars which also fold over the machine for easy  
 transportation.

> Easy to replace heavy-duty tines.

Manufactured by Tracmaster the CAMON C2000 
Tiller has been designed and built to withstand 
heavy use.

The front transport wheel makes it easy to move 
around site, and it is capable of producing excellent 
results on, for example, garden borders, allotments 
and vegetable plots.

The C2000 is built to last and to back that up it now 
has a market leading 3-year warranty.

Heavy-duty individually replaceable tines

Durable bolt up chain case

MADE IN BRITAIN
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TC07 Turf Cutter
The self-propelled TC07 Turf Cutter features 
a gearbox and chain drive, which provides an 
extremely positive drive to the rear wheels. This 
ensures that even in difficult ground conditions the 
CAMON TC07 Turf Cutter will keep driving forward.

The TC07 has fine depth adjustment between 
10mm to 35mm.  The hardened steel cutting blade 
can be reversed, providing double the life.

A choice of wheels is available for the Turf Cutter, 
either puncture-proof tyres with a small tread, or 
agricultural tyres with a deeper tread.

The TC07 Turf Cutter is fitted with a heavy duty 
centrifugal clutch which ensures that it will not 
operate when the engine is idling.

Vibration is kept to a minimum thanks to the 
extremely effective four point anti-vibration 
handlebars.

Features 
> Heavy-duty gearbox.

> Easy depth adjustment.

> Folding handlebars for easy transportation and storage.

> Reversible cutting blade for double the life.

> Choice of agricultural tyres or puncture-proof tyres.

> Reliable and powerful Honda petrol engine.

Specification
TC07

Engine Honda GX160 petrol 4.8hp

Working Width 300mm (12”)

Cutting Depth 10mm to 35mm (½” to 1½”)

Drive Positive gear drive

Weight 93kg

L x W x H 170 x 67 x 97cm

Warranty
Domestic Use - 3 years

Commercial Use - 2 years

Positive gear drive Choice of wheels

MADE IN BRITAIN
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Lawn Scarifiers

LS42 Lawn Scarifier

The CAMON LS42 range comprises a Lawn Scarifier, Lawn 
Rake, and Lawn Slitter each offering outstanding results in 
different applications.  The three cartridges are completely 
interchangeable so you can add a different one to your machine 
at a later date.

A centrifugal clutch guarantees that the machine will not 
operate when the engine is idling ensuring the machine is only 
operating when you want it to.

A floating front axle helps the LS42 to follow the contours of the 
lawn and a lockable fine height adjustment alters the working 
height allowing for precise control.  Other features include 
puncture-proof tyres, folding handlebars, and an optional 45L 
collection bag.

LS14 Lawn Scarifier

The LS14 is one of the first scarifiers to be fitted with Honda’s 
new GP160 engine which is a great fit for this machine.  Honda 
produce extremly high quality engines and their GP range is no 
exception.

We have taken everything we have learned from selling the 
LS42 Lawn Scarifier over the past 17 years and refined it to 
ensure that the LS14 meets our goal of being a lightweight, 
narrow, and user friendly scarifier that pulls out all the thatch 
from your lawn that you would expect.

Features include folding handlebars, lockable fine height 
adjustment and an optional collection bag.  If you are the 
owner of a large lawn or are a landscaper then this machine is 
certainly worth looking at.

CAMON Lawn Scarifiers will efficiently rid your lawn of unwanted moss and thatch.  Easy to use and very effective, the 
range comprises four machines.  The Scarifier cartridges can also be purchased separately and can be interchanged 
between both the units, offering a truly flexible and versatile scarifier.

MADE IN BRITAIN
Specifications

LS14 LS42

Engine Honda GP160 petrol 4.8hp Honda GX160 petrol 4.8hp

Working Width 420mm (17”) 420mm (17”)

Cartridge Options

Free swinging blades (30 blades) Free swinging blades (30 blades)

Fixed blades (15 springs) Spring rake (30 springs)

Fixed blades (15 blades)

Renovation blades (15 blades)

Collection Bag Optional 35L Optional 45L

Weight 40kg 63kg

L x W x H 95 x 60 x 102cm 120 x 67 x 98cm

Warranty
Domestic Use - 3 years

Commercial Use - 2 years
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Free-Swinging Blade Cartridge

This is our most popular all round cartridge, and is fitted with 30 
independently sprung free-swinging blades. The fine blade spacing and 
the staggered layout ensure that it will remove more thatch than other 
comparable scarifiers. The blades are of a ‘waisted’ design so they keep 
their edge for longer and continue to provide fantastic performance.

The cartridge can be reversed to double the lifetime of the blades.

Suitable for the LS42 and LS14.

Spring Rake Cartridge

The Spring Rake is the least aggressive cartridge and offers the ability for 
all year round scarification.

Fitted with 30 durable free-swinging springs, the lawn rake will 
effortlessly clean lawns of unwanted moss and thatch without 
aggressively disrupting the soil or healthy growing grass.

Suitable for the LS42.

Fixed Blade Cartridge

The Fixed Blade Cartridge is the most agressive scarifier cartridge. It is 
fitted with 15 heavy-duty fixed blades, each of which is 2mm thick to 
allow for deeper scarification.

This is ideal for slitting lawns to improve drainage, or for overseeding or 
top dressing.

Suitable for the LS42 and LS14.

Renovation Cartridge

The Renovation Cartridge is fitted with 15 fixed blades, each of which is 
2mm thick. This cartridge is designed to be used in situations where the 
old lawn needs to be completely renewed.

Each blade has three tips - one straight, one angled to the left, and one 
to the right to help provide maximum coverage. These angled blades 
also help to rip out the old grass.

Suitable for the LS42 and LS14.
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LA25 Lawn Aerator
Designed and built by Tracmaster, the LA25 Lawn 
Aerator has been designed to be strong and simple 
to use.

The ‘‘off-set’’ crank system allows the power of the 
engine to punch the tines into the ground.  Unlike 
other aerators weights are not required to be taken 
on and off depending on ground conditions. 

Supplied with both hollow corer tines and solid 
spikes as standard, it takes less than 5 minutes to 
swap between them.  Hollow coring in particular is 
an essential part of keeping a lawn healthy in the 
long term as it allows oxygen, fertiliser and water 
to reach the grass roots. 

Foam-filled tyres help to minimise tread marks and 
allow for fantastic manoeuvrability, and at only 
64cm (25") wide the LA25 will easily fit through 
standard garden gates.

Features 
> Corers and spikes supplied as standard, less than 5 minutes to change.

> Only 64cm (25") wide for easy access.

> Straightforward operation.

> Folding handlebars for easy transportation and storage.

> Foam-filled tyres minimise tread marks.

> Reliable and powerful Honda petrol engine.

Specification
LA25

Engine Honda GX160 petrol 4.8hp

Working Width 400mm (16”)

Aeration Depth 75mm (3”)

Spike Details 10mm (1/3”)  - outer diameter

Corer Details
19mm (3/4”)  - outer diameter

15mm (1/2”)  - inner diameter

Weight 103kg

L x W x H 100 x 64 x 68cm

Warranty
Domestic Use - 3 years

Commercial Use - 2 years

Easy access for changing tines

MADE IN BRITAIN
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SG30 Stump Grinder
The CAMON SG30 Stump Grinder is designed 
and manufactured by us here in West Sussex 
to meet the needs of a variety of users from 
DIY hirers to professional contractors.

We have taken our 17 years’ experience 
of supplying stump grinders to develop 
a machine that will provide fantastic 
performance with low running costs coupled 
with superior parts and top-of-the-range 
build quality.

Features
Fantastic performance

>  The SG30 is fitted with efficient and hardwearing Greenteeth®.

>  Power is provided by the Honda GX390 banks engine.

>  Red Power belts are used which transmit more power.

>  Superior heavy duty wheel brake.

>  Folding handlebars for transportation and storage.

>  The machine is only 63cm wide to fit through garden gates etc.

Low running costs

>  The Greenteeth® are quicker to replace than standard teeth.

>  Each tooth has 3 working edges providing 3 times the lifespan.

>  Top of the range belts need minimal adjustment and are very durable.

Strength and reliability

>  The chassis is reinforced for additional strength.

>  The SG30 has a top of the range centrifugal clutch.

>  Efficient Greenteeth® mean less strain on the machine.

>  Very strong robust handlebar structure.

>  Simple operating controls ensure straightforward operation.

Specification
SG30

Engine Honda GX390 Banks petrol 11.7hp

Cutting Height 560mm (22”) above ground

Cutting Depth 330mm (13”) below ground

Teeth 8 Greenteeth®

Weight 135kg

L x W x H 190 x 63 x 126cm

Warranty
Domestic Use - 3 years

Commercial Use - 2 years

Hardwearing Greenteeth® Folding handlebars for easy storage

MADE IN BRITAIN
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Chippers & Shredders

C50i with reliable Honda GX200 engine

C50i Garden Chipper

The CAMON C50i Garden Chipper is a solid effective machine 
for disposing of garden waste including branches, brushwood 
and prunings.

This superb machine is very simple to operate, simply drop 
the vegetation to be chipped into the chute of this gravity-
fed machine.  The vegetation will be chopped by the chipping 
blade and fired out of the discharge chute onto the ground or 
into the optional collecting bag.

The C50i has convenient handles on the top of the feed chute 
and large wheels to ensure that it is easy to move around the 
garden.

The feed chute can be disconnected in seconds, making the 
C50i extremely easy to transport, and there is also an optional 
easy-to-remove bag available to collect the chippings.

BIO 80 Chipper Shredder

The BIO 80 Chipper Shredder features both a chipping chute 
and a chute for shredding.

The power of the engine and the chipping/shredding knives will 
do all the hard work - the chipping chute will reduce branches 
and saplings up to 2" thick to chippings in seconds, while the 
independent shredding chute will turn green vegetation, hedge 
clippings etc, into compostable mulch quickly, effectively and 
without blocking.  

The BIO 80 has an adjustable discharge grille to help grade the 
material as it comes out.  This is controlled via a lever on the 
side and can be opened if you are shredding particularly wet 
material.

For easy storage and manoeuvrability the side chute can be 
locked in an upright position.

BIO 80 discharge grille with safety cover BIO 150 with chipping chute hinged

Whether you are clearing your garden or are a professional landscaper looking to recycle large volumes of green 
waste, our Chippers and Shredders are ideally suited to help you accomplish your task.  They are reliable, simple to 
operate and extremely effective.

MADE IN BRITAIN
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Specifications
C50i BIO 80 BIO 150

Engine Honda GX200 petrol 5.5hp Honda GX270 petrol 8.4hp Honda GX390 petrol 11.7hp

Chipping Capacity 50mm (2”) 50mm (2”) 76mm (3”)

Shredding Capacity - 13mm (1/2”) 13mm (1/2”)

Chipping Blades 1 1 1

Shredding Hammers - 27 36

Collection Bag Optional No No

Weight 59kg 95kg 160kg

L x W x H 68 x 58 x 60cm 106 x 71* x 144cm 173 x 94* x 150cm

Warranty
Domestic Use - 3 years

Commercial Use - 2 years

BIO 150 Chipper Shredder

The BIO 150 Chipper Shredder is similar in design to the BIO 80, featuring both a shredding 
chute and a chipping chute.

However it has the added power of the larger Honda GX390 engine and increased capacity 
chutes so it will process the wood up to twice as fast.

The BIO 150 has wheelbarrow style handlebars ensuring that, for a larger machine, it is easy 
to transport around the garden or in and out of trailers.

*with chute in hinged position

C50i optional collection bag BIO 80 shredding blades BIO 150 discharge grille adjusting handle
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Tracmaster Ltd
Sovereign Centre
Victoria Road
Burgess Hill
RH15 9LR

Tel: 01444 247689
Email: info@tracmaster.co.uk
Web: www.tracmaster.co.uk

Your local authorised dealer is:

The information in this brochure is indicative only.  Models and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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